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this book presents original discussions on the most recent developments in asian television systems in the context of the
continually changing global environment alongside a detailed examination of television in china and india the major players
in the asian television scene this volume also covers hong kong indonesia japan korea malaysia pakistan the philippines
singapore sri lanka and taiwan well planned and soundly structured this new book is comprehensive up to date and
provides key information and insightful analysis it is an essential introduction to a dynamic and increasingly significant
region guoli liu college of charlestoncovering china japan the koreas and all of the asean member states understanding
contemporary asia pacific provides a comprehensive introduction to one of the most complex and rapidly changing regions
in the world today this accessible up to date volume is designed to be used as a core text for introduction to asia and
asian politics courses and also as a supplement in a variety of discipline oriented curriculums the authors cover history
politics economics and international relations as well as such topics as the role of the military population and
urbanization environmental issues women and development ethnicity and religion maps photographs suggestions for further
reading and an appendix of basic political data enhance the text katherine palmer kaup is associate professor of political
science and chair of the asian studies department at furman university she is author of creating the zhuang ethnic politics
in china contents introduction k p kaup asia pacific a geographic preface r hill the historical context c mackerras asia
pacific politics k p kaup the economies of asia pacific k khandke international relations d mcdougall military and security
issues r sutter the environment p hills population and urbanization d forbes ethnicity k p kaup women and development y
rodgers religion in asia pacific k cole the literatures of asia pacific f beauchamps and e marquez trends and prospects k p
kaup for many years japan was seen as the peculiar exception in asia a highly dynamic economy isolated in an otherwise
moribund continent with the rise of the southeast asian and chinese economies however it has now become clear that asia
as a whole is experiencing an extraordinary revolution which will result within a very few years in living standards for
some countries being on a par with those in the west the results of this transformation can only be guessed at but the rise
of asia adds a far greater sophistication to our understanding of how this process came about treating the key areas of
asian life economics society and politics as an integrated whole and avoiding the trap of most commentators who see the
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phenomenon as an exclusively postwar economic issue balancing the uniquely asian aspects with global developmental
factors dr tipton creates a convincing picture of how this amazing change has occurred philosophical debates around
individualization and the implications for intimacy reflexivity and identity have occupied a central part of social and
cultural theorizing in the west in the last decade in fact late modernity has become conspicuously engaged with issues of
intimacy reflexivity and identity the author analyses the relevance of these debates in the context of contemporary asia
and combines an analysis of significant social theorists including beck giddens bourdieu mcnay adkins and ong with an
application of these debates to social political and cultural contexts drawing on empirical research case studies global
reports media and academic literature the book provides a relevant wide ranging and contemporary analysis of the debates
on asian culture and society in the foreword to the book bryan turner comments professor brooks shows consequently
that the intimate and emotional cultures that have been described by anthony giddens and ulrich beck with respect to the
west have not arrived in asia or at least that they have not become visible and permanent aspects of the social landscape
this volume provides original nuanced insights into social meanings of money and wealth in moral economies of asia
through case studies from south and southeast asia the collection sheds important light on how the new mobilities and
wealth created by neoliberal globalization transform people s ways of life notions of personhood and their meaning making
of the world it highlights the moral dilemmas and anxieties emerging from the profound socio economic transformations
that are taking place across the region and deepens our understanding of local cultures as well as the inner
contradictions of global capital in asian contexts with rich ethnographic insights and a diverse range of empirical
contexts chapters in this volume reveal multifaceted complexities and contradictions in the relationship between money
and moralities money they affirm is not an impersonal objective economic instrument with homogenizing powers but a
culturally constructed and socially mediated currency in which meanings are constantly contested and re negotiated
across time and space this foundational anthology maps the emergence of a dynamic new global phenomenon contemporary
asian art in 2008 asia stormed the citadel of the new york art world when two major museums presented retrospectives
of asian contemporary artists cai guo qiang at the guggenheim museum and takashi murakami at the brooklyn museum
meanwhile in hong kong a painting by zeng fanzhi sold for 9 5 million setting a new world auction record for chinese
contemporary art the western art world is still coming to grips with the challenge it is all about asia now this book is
the first anthology of critical writings to map the shift in both the nature and the reception of asian art over the past
twenty years offering texts by leading figures in the field mostly asian and including more than fifty illustrations in color
and black and white it covers developments in east asia including china korea and japan south asia including india and
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pakistan and southeast asia including vietnam indonesia and thailand together the twenty three texts posit an historical
and pan asian response to the question what is asian contemporary art considering such topics as asian modernism
productive mistranslation of the european original asian cubism and the curating collecting and criticism of asian
contemporary art this book promises to be a foundational reference for many years to come this innovative study of
young asian migrants lives in australia sheds new light on the complex relationship between migration and time with in
depth interviews and a new conceptual framework robertson reveals how migration influences the trajectories of migrants
lives from career pathways to intimate relationships this book is a collection of selected essays presented at the
international symposium on contemporary asian modernities transnationality interculturality and hybridity hosted by the
humanities programme of hong kong baptist university in september 2006 as modernity has been used to describe the
cultural economic and socio political conditions in the western worlds the time in which we now live and the asian
countries where capitalistic transformation is extensively carried out are already articulating their own descriptions
the essays collected here discuss the notions of contemporary asia and modernities as they relate to the global trend of
adopting capitalism they probe into questions related to modernity as well as global modernity ranging from china in
particular to asia in general as reflected in the pluriversal meanings in the title the book endeavours to make critical
inquiries into the concept of modernity modernities from different perspectives this volume draws together essays by
leading art experts observing the dramatic developments in asian art and exhibitions in the last two decades the authors
explore new regional and global connections and new ways of understanding contemporary asian art in the twenty first
century the definitive volume on contemporary asian art this illustrated book is the first to survey art created in asia or
by asian artists from the 1990s onwards in four thematic chapters the full scope of asian art is covered from
calligraphy and ceramics to installation and internet art the book provides a critical overview of the work of
established stars takashi murakami and zhang huan as well as emerging talents such as indonesian cartoon artist wedhar
riyadi and pakistani graffiti artist naiza h khan with 200 colour illustrations and nearly 200 artists biographies this is
an indispensable introduction to contemporary art in asia this book analyzes the constraints on press freedom and the
ways in which independent reporting and reporters are at risk in contemporary asia to provide a barometer of democratic
development in the region based on in depth country case studies written by academics and journalists and some who
straddle both professions from across the region this book explores the roles of mainstream and online media and how they
are subject to abuse by the state and vested interests specific country chapters provide up to date information on
bangladesh kashmir malaysia myanmar nepal pakistan sri lanka taiwan thailand and vietnam as well as on growing
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populist and nationalist challenges to media freedom in the philippines india indonesia and japan the book includes a
theoretical chapter pulling together trends and common constraints facing newsrooms across asia and a regional
overview on the impact of social media three chapters on china provide insights into the country s tightening information
environment under president xi jinping moreover the legal environment of the media political and external pressures economic
considerations audience support and journalists standards and ethics are explored as an international and
interdisciplinary study this book will appeal to undergraduates graduates and scholars engaged in human rights media
studies democratization authoritarianism and asian studies as well as asia specialists journalists legal scholars
historians and political scientists shadowlines women and borders in contemporary asia explores the often ambiguous and
contradictory roles of asian women in the postcolonial world as globalisation advances labour mobility is
transforming traditional definitions of women s work the commodification of female sexuality in both the international and
the national marketplace generates conflicting dynamics of oppression and liberation as do the wider possibilities of
employment and migration more generally the consequences can be enslaving or empowering depending on context how do the
women themselves experience these changes what are their opportunities for engagement with the wider political world
which shapes these processes in this volume a range of eminent academics address these questions by placing the testimony
of individual women within the wider discourse of postcolonialism and gender studies once thought of in terms of
geographically bounded spaces asian america has undergone profound changes as a result of post 1965 immigration as
well as the growth and reshaping of established communities this collection of original essays demonstrates that
conventional notions of community of ethnic enclaves determined by exclusion and ghettoization now have limited use in
explaining the dynamic processes of contemporary community formation writing from a variety of perspectives these
contributors expand the concept of community to include sites not necessarily bounded by space formations around gender
class sexuality and generation reveal new processes as well as the demographic diversity of today s asian american
population the case studies gathered here speak to the fluidity of these communities and to the need for new analytic
approaches to account for the similarities and differences between them taken together these essays forcefully argue that
it is time to replace the outworn concept of a monolithic asian america this work offers an up to date grounded critical
analysis of the complex intersections of gender sexuality and political economy across a diverse array of asian societies
based on intense ethnographic fieldwork the chapters disentangle the ways in which gendered and sexual experiences are
impinged upon by state policies economic realities cultural ideologies and social hierarchies brings together leading and
emerging scholars from asia north america and australia to develop new perspectives on the key issues in contemporary
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asian cultural and media studies asia the location of the world s fastest growing economies is also home to some of the
fastest rates of urbanization humanity has ever seen a process whose speed renders long term outcomes highly
unpredictable this volume contrasts with much published work on the rural urban divide which has tended to focus on
single case studies it provides empirical perspectives from four asian countries india indonesia malaysia and thailand and
includes a wealth of insights that both critique and expand popular notions of the rural urban divide the volume is
relevant not just to asian contexts but to social scientific research on population dynamics more generally rather than
deploying a single study to chart national trends three chapters on each country make possible much more complex
perspectives as a result this volume does more than extend our understanding of the interplay between cities and
hinterlands within asia it enhances our notions of rural urban cleavages connections and conflicts more generally with
data and analysis ready for application to other contexts of interest to diverse scholars across the social sciences and
asian studies this work includes accounts ranging from rural youth real estate entrepreneurs in hyderabad india to social
development in aceh province in indonesia devastated by the 2004 tsunami to the relationship between urban space and
commonly held notions of the supernatural in thailand s northern city of chiang mai this volume brings together a range of
critical studies that explore diverse ways in which processes of globalization pose new challenges and offer new
opportunities for religious groups to propagate their beliefs in contemporary asian contexts proselytizing tests the limits
of religious pluralism as it is a practice that exists on the border of tolerance and intolerance the practice of
proselytizing presupposes not only that people are freely choosing agents and that religion itself is an issue of individual
preference at the same time however it also raises fraught questions about belonging to particular communities and
heightens the moral stakes in involved in such choices in many contemporary asian societies questions about the limits of
acceptable proselytic behavior have taken on added urgency in the current era of globalization recognizing this the studies
brought together here serve to develop our understandings of current developments as it critically explores the complex
ways in which contemporary contexts of religious pluralism in asia both enable and are threatened by projects of
proselytization asia the location of the world s fastest growing economies is also home to some of the fastest rates of
urbanization humanity has ever seen a process whose speed renders long term outcomes highly unpredictable this volume
contrasts with much published work on the rural urban divide which has tended to focus on single case studies it provides
empirical perspectives from four asian countries india indonesia malaysia and thailand and includes a wealth of insights
that both critique and expand popular notions of the rural urban divide the volume is relevant not just to asian
contexts but to social scientific research on population dynamics more generally rather than deploying a single study to
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chart national trends three chapters on each country make possible much more complex perspectives as a result this
volume does more than extend our understanding of the interplay between cities and hinterlands within asia it enhances our
notions of rural urban cleavages connections and conflicts more generally with data and analysis ready for application
to other contexts of interest to diverse scholars across the social sciences and asian studies this work includes
accounts ranging from rural youth real estate entrepreneurs in hyderabad india to social development in aceh province in
indonesia devastated by the 2004 tsunami to the relationship between urban space and commonly held notions of the
supernatural in thailand s northern city of chiang mai in globalizing asia sexual mores and gender roles are in constant
flux how have economic shifts and social changes altered and reconfigured the cultural meanings of gender and sexuality
in the region how have the changing political economy and social milieu influenced and shaped the inner workings and micro
politics of family structure gender relationships intimate romance transactional sex and sexual behaviors this volume
offers up to date grounded critical analysis of the complex intersections of gender sexuality and political economy
across a diverse array of asian societies china japan cambodia vietnam india pakistan hong kong thailand and taiwan based
on intense ethnographic fieldwork the chapters disentangle the ways in which gendered and sexual experiences are impinged
upon by state policies economic realities cultural ideologies and social hierarchies whether highlighting intimate
relationships between elite businessmen and their mistresses in china nightclub performances by thai men in bangkok single
women s views of romance motherhood and marriage in hong kong shanghai and tokyo or male same sex relationships in
pakistan each chapter centers around the stories of the gendered subjects themselves and how they are shaped by outside
forces taken together they provide a provocative entr�e into the cultural politics of gender and sexuality in asia by
foregrounding cross cultural ethnographic research this volume sheds light on how configurations of gender and
sexuality are constituted negotiated contested transformed and at times perpetuated and reproduced in private intimate
experiences it will be of particular interest to students and scholars in anthropology sociology political science and
women s and lgbtq studies asian popular culture in transition examines contemporary consumption practices in south
korea china india and japan and both updates and extends popular culture studies of the region through an interdisciplinary
lens this collection of essays explores how recent advances and shifts in information technologies and globalization have
impacted cultural markets fashion the digital generation mobile culture femininity matrimonial advertising and a film
actress image and performance drawing upon a diverse range of sources and methods including historical research content
analysis anthropological observation textual analyses and interviews asian popular culture in transition makes a
significant contribution to this growing area of research given its broad range of countries theories and approaches this
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book will be of great interest to students and scholars of asian studies cultural studies media and communication studies
and gender studies new perspectives on the past and present contributions of the 25 million strong chinese diaspora in
southeast asia to the development of contemporary society case studies feature organisational community religious and
other arenas of chinese activity and identity definition and the book analyses the interplay of local regional global and
transnational networks and identities first published in 1986 this book integrates current knowledge about the military
political economic and cultural roles of the armed forces in sixteen asian countries examining the interplay of these
factors and their bearing on each society s civil military relations the authors explore the history current status and
potential future course of each country analyzing all key asian armed forces they provide a comprehensive view of the
military s domestic role a crucial factor in assessing the foreign and defense policy options facing asia as a whole this
book explores the complex ways in which contemporary contexts of religious pluralism in asia both enable and are
threatened by projects of proselytization it covers a broad range of national and confessional contexts across asia the
beijing olympics will be remembered as the largest most expensive and most widely watched event of the modern olympic era
but did china present itself as a responsible host and an emergent international power much like japan during the 1964
tokyo games and south korea during the 1988 seoul games or was beijing in 2008 more like berlin in 1936 when germany
took advantage of the global spotlight to promote its political ideology at home and abroad beyond the final score
takes an original look at the 2008 beijing games within the context of the politics of sport in asia asian athletics are
bound up with notions of national identity and nationalism refracting political intent and the processes of globalization
sporting events can generate diplomatic breakthroughs as with the results of nixon and mao s ping pong diplomacy or
breakdowns as when an athlete defects to another country for china the beijing games introduced a liberalizing ethos that
its authoritative regime could ignore only at its peril victor d cha former director of asian affairs for the white house
evaluates beijing s contention with this pressure considering the intense scrutiny china already faced on issues of
counterproliferation global warming and free trade he begins with the arguments that tie asian sport to international
affairs and follows with an explanation of athletics as they relate to identity diplomacy and transformation enhanced
by cha s remarkable facility with the history and politics of sport beyond the final score is the definitive examination of
the events both good and bad that took place during the beijing olympics the contributors to this volume re think
established insights of memory and trauma theory and enrich those studies with diverse asian texts critically analyzing
literary and cultural representations of asia and its global diasporas they broaden the scope of memory and trauma
studies by examining how the east west binary delimits horizons of trauma by excluding asian texts are memory and trauma
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always reliable registers of the past that translate across cultures and nations are supposedly pan human experiences
of suffering disproportionately coloured by eurocentric structures of region reason race or religion how are asian texts
and cultural producers yet viewed through biased lenses how might recent approaches and perspectives generated by asian
literary and cultural texts hold purchase in the 21st century critically meditating on such questions and whether
existing concepts of memory and trauma accurately address the histories present states and futures of the non
occidental world this volume unites perspectives on both dominant and marginalized sites of the broader asian continent
contributors explore the complex intersections of literature history ethics affect and social justice across east south
and southeast asia and on asian diasporas in australia and the usa they draw on yet diverge from orientalism and area
studies given today s need for nuanced analytical methodologies in an era defined by the covid 19 global pandemic this
book will be of great interest to students and scholars invested in memory and trauma studies comparative asian studies
diaspora and postcolonial studies global studies and social justice around contemporary identities and 20th and 21st
century asia decentralized policymaking power in japan had developed under the reign of the liberal democratic party ldp
yet in the1990s institutional changes fundamentally altered japan s political landscape tomohito shinoda tracks these
developments in the operation of and tensions between japan s political parties and the public s behavior in elections as
well as in the government s ability to coordinate diverse policy preferences and respond to political crises the selection of
junichiro koizumi an anti mainstream politician as prime minister in 2001 initiated a power shift to the democratic party of
japan dpj and ended ldp rule shinoda details these events and prime minister koizumi s use of them to practice strong
policymaking leadership he also outlines the institutional initiatives introduced by the dpj government and their impact on
policymaking illustrating the importance of balanced centralized institutions and bureaucratic support this book offers
an incisive and ambitious critique of asian diaspora culture looking specifically at literature and visual popular culture
sheng mei ma�e tm s engaging text discusses issues of self and its relationship with asian diaspora culture in the global
twenty first century using examples from asia asian america and asian diaspora from the west the book weaves a
narrative that challenges the twenty first century triumphal discourse of asia and argues that given the long shadow
cast across modern film and literature this upward mobility is inescapably escapist a flight from itself asia�e tm s
stunning self transformation is haunted by self alienation the chapters discuss a wealth of topics including asianness
orientalism and asian american identity drawing on a variety of pop culture sources from the matrix trilogy to crouching
tiger hidden dragon this book forms an analysis of the new idea of asian diaspora that cuts across area ethnicity and
nation incorporating itself into the contemporary global culture whilst retaining a distinct asian flavor covering the
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mediums of literature film and visual cultures this book will be of immense interest to scholars and students of asian
studies and literature ethnic studies cultural studies and film since the terrorist attacks on 9 11 the political roles of
religious institutions and groups have captured inernational attention this book examines how religious institutions and
organizations in various asian countries are influencing democratic development and the shaping of government policies
religious organizations and democratization covers taiwan hong kong mainland china korea thailand the philippines
malaysia indonesia and japan the chapters specifically address the engagement of christian buddhist muslim and other
religious organizations in the advancement and or hindrance of democratization in the region the contributors consider such
questions as why have some religious organizations played a decisive role in democratic transitions while others remained
politically dormant and other still acted in conservative alliances to block democratic development why did some
religious organizations that once were active and instrumental to democratic change lose their political vitality as
soon as civil liberties were successfully introduced and why did other religious organizations irrespective of their roles in
the process of democratic transition emerge as key political forces in the civil society from the founding of the ming
dynasty in 1368 to the start of the opium wars in 1841 china has engaged in only two large scale conflicts with its
principal neighbors korea vietnam and japan these four territorial and centralized states have otherwise fostered peaceful
and long lasting relationships with one another and as they have grown more powerful the atmosphere around them has
stabilized focusing on the role of the tribute system in maintaining stability in east asia and fostering diplomatic and
commercial exchange kang contrasts this history against the example of europe and the east asian states skirmishes with
nomadic peoples to the north and west scholars tend to view europe s experience as universal but kang upends this
tradition emphasizing east asia s formal hierarchy as an international system with its own history and character his
approach not only recasts common understandings of east asian relations but also defines a model that applies to other
hegemonies outside of the european order from the critically acclaimed malaysian film sepet to the on going box office
successes of the films created by hong kong director wong kar wai cinematic texts from the nations of asia are
increasingly capturing audiences beyond their national boundaries tradition culture and aesthetics in contemporary asian
cinema explores the rise of popular asian cinema and provides an understanding of the aesthetic elements that mark these
films as asian cinema incorporating examples of contemporary films from china japan hong kong korea singapore malaysia
and india peter c pugsley gives readers a fresh insight into the rapidly developing discourse on popular asian media the book
s chapters focus on the aesthetic features of national cinemas and the intersections of local global encountered in the
production distribution and consumption of contemporary asian films by tracking across some of the most influential
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countries in asia the book is able to offer new perspectives into the visual and aural features that create greater
understanding between east and west as distribution and technological advances make asian films more readily available
an understanding of the different aesthetics at play will enable readers of this book to recognise key cultural motifs
found in cinematic texts from asia bridging the perceived gap between southeast asia s historical and contemporary
situations donald mccloud focuses on continuities in the region s internal dynamics as well as its relationship to the
greater global environment the author challenges widely held views that diversity and fragmentation are the hallmarks
of the region identifying instead the commonalities that have bound the countries of southeast asia together through at
least two millennia and have provided the basis for a unique regional dynamic it has only been since world war ii that
southeast asians long influenced by the global environment have defined and developed their own institutions social
structures and communities turning away from inadequate and unadaptable western institutions they have begun to
create structures more in tune with their own historical experiences particularly in the political sphere many of these new
structures seemed to be straightforward military dictatorships however time has shown them to be more complex and
many unique organizational practices have developed that may presage more open political systems if not democracies by
strict western definitions with the expansion of regional cooperation through asean and strong economic growth
confidence among southeast asian states has grown as well the growing references to an asian way of life have given
verbal expression to a surge in neotraditional values and behavior that have always been part of the fabric of asian life
but that in the past were frowned upon as nonwestern this text traces the evolution of southeast asia and focuses for
the first time on the neotraditional bases for contemporary independent development of the region contemporary art in asia
traditions tensions the catalogue of a traveling exhibition organized by the asia society galleries new york city features
the work of 27 artists from five countries focusing on india indonesia the philippines south korea and thailand this book
gives a transnational assessment of a broad theme in art from five countries chosen to represent different mixes of history
and postmodernity as the subtitle traditions tensions suggest the art deals with the old and the new the supposed
opposites of the traditional and the contemporary and how individual artists in asia today accept integrate and or reject
them key themes include politics religion the environment and women s issues the text comprises seven essays with apinan
poshyananda an internationally renowned expert on contemporary asian art and curator of the exhibition providing a
general overview five essays by recognized critics discuss current issues in the five countries geeta kapur writes on india jim
supangkat on indonesia marian pastor roces on the philippines jae ryung roe on south korea and apinan poshyananda on
thailand thomas mcevilley gives a view from north america biographies of the artists chronologies of recent events in the
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five countries and a bibliography round out the picture making this volume a valuable resource for collectors scholars
and students of contemporary art book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights
reserved with over 180 color photographs and insightful commentary this asian design book showcases the most
luxurious and cutting edge pools and gardens of the pacific region the new asian garden is all about structure and
sensuality and the delicate balance of enhancing the architecture and design of the house that it encompasses secret nooks
meandering paths sculptures water features and carefully placed lighting all play an integral part in contemporary
landscaping as do pools contemporary asian pools and gardens includes special chapters on walkways lighting gates and
roof gardens as well as the latest in infinity lap and rooftop pools displaying some of the most sought after designs in
the region it offers a comprehensive and captivating look at some of the most beautiful and ground breaking garden and
pool designs in asia a timely and groundbreaking work here is a comprehensive analysis of the interactions between religion
and technology in asia today how does the use of technology affect people s experience of spirituality and the formation
of religious identity and community how do developments in the latest technological breakthroughs such as the internet
influence the ways people constitute themselves as social beings and how does it shape their experience of the sacred and
the divine conversely to what extent and in what ways do religious beliefs and practices shape people s attitude towards
new technology and its deployment combining wide ranging empirical investigations and sophisticated theoretical
reflections this book demonstrates how the technological and the religious often intersect with the political thereby
elucidating the complex relationships between spirituality social and identity formation sovereignty and power



Television in Contemporary Asia 2000-12-18

this book presents original discussions on the most recent developments in asian television systems in the context of the
continually changing global environment alongside a detailed examination of television in china and india the major players
in the asian television scene this volume also covers hong kong indonesia japan korea malaysia pakistan the philippines
singapore sri lanka and taiwan

Religion and Change in Contemporary Asia 1971

well planned and soundly structured this new book is comprehensive up to date and provides key information and insightful
analysis it is an essential introduction to a dynamic and increasingly significant region guoli liu college of
charlestoncovering china japan the koreas and all of the asean member states understanding contemporary asia pacific
provides a comprehensive introduction to one of the most complex and rapidly changing regions in the world today this
accessible up to date volume is designed to be used as a core text for introduction to asia and asian politics courses and
also as a supplement in a variety of discipline oriented curriculums the authors cover history politics economics and
international relations as well as such topics as the role of the military population and urbanization environmental
issues women and development ethnicity and religion maps photographs suggestions for further reading and an appendix of
basic political data enhance the text katherine palmer kaup is associate professor of political science and chair of the
asian studies department at furman university she is author of creating the zhuang ethnic politics in china contents
introduction k p kaup asia pacific a geographic preface r hill the historical context c mackerras asia pacific politics k p
kaup the economies of asia pacific k khandke international relations d mcdougall military and security issues r sutter the
environment p hills population and urbanization d forbes ethnicity k p kaup women and development y rodgers religion in asia
pacific k cole the literatures of asia pacific f beauchamps and e marquez trends and prospects k p kaup



Understanding Contemporary Asia Pacific 2007

for many years japan was seen as the peculiar exception in asia a highly dynamic economy isolated in an otherwise moribund
continent with the rise of the southeast asian and chinese economies however it has now become clear that asia as a
whole is experiencing an extraordinary revolution which will result within a very few years in living standards for some
countries being on a par with those in the west the results of this transformation can only be guessed at but the rise of
asia adds a far greater sophistication to our understanding of how this process came about treating the key areas of
asian life economics society and politics as an integrated whole and avoiding the trap of most commentators who see the
phenomenon as an exclusively postwar economic issue balancing the uniquely asian aspects with global developmental
factors dr tipton creates a convincing picture of how this amazing change has occurred

Contemporary Asia 1996

philosophical debates around individualization and the implications for intimacy reflexivity and identity have occupied a
central part of social and cultural theorizing in the west in the last decade in fact late modernity has become
conspicuously engaged with issues of intimacy reflexivity and identity the author analyses the relevance of these debates
in the context of contemporary asia and combines an analysis of significant social theorists including beck giddens bourdieu
mcnay adkins and ong with an application of these debates to social political and cultural contexts drawing on empirical
research case studies global reports media and academic literature the book provides a relevant wide ranging and
contemporary analysis of the debates on asian culture and society in the foreword to the book bryan turner comments
professor brooks shows consequently that the intimate and emotional cultures that have been described by anthony
giddens and ulrich beck with respect to the west have not arrived in asia or at least that they have not become visible and
permanent aspects of the social landscape



The Rise of Asia 1998

this volume provides original nuanced insights into social meanings of money and wealth in moral economies of asia
through case studies from south and southeast asia the collection sheds important light on how the new mobilities and
wealth created by neoliberal globalization transform people s ways of life notions of personhood and their meaning making
of the world it highlights the moral dilemmas and anxieties emerging from the profound socio economic transformations
that are taking place across the region and deepens our understanding of local cultures as well as the inner
contradictions of global capital in asian contexts with rich ethnographic insights and a diverse range of empirical
contexts chapters in this volume reveal multifaceted complexities and contradictions in the relationship between money
and moralities money they affirm is not an impersonal objective economic instrument with homogenizing powers but a
culturally constructed and socially mediated currency in which meanings are constantly contested and re negotiated
across time and space

Contemporary Asia 2010-07-14

this foundational anthology maps the emergence of a dynamic new global phenomenon contemporary asian art in 2008 asia
stormed the citadel of the new york art world when two major museums presented retrospectives of asian contemporary
artists cai guo qiang at the guggenheim museum and takashi murakami at the brooklyn museum meanwhile in hong kong a
painting by zeng fanzhi sold for 9 5 million setting a new world auction record for chinese contemporary art the western
art world is still coming to grips with the challenge it is all about asia now this book is the first anthology of critical
writings to map the shift in both the nature and the reception of asian art over the past twenty years offering texts by
leading figures in the field mostly asian and including more than fifty illustrations in color and black and white it covers
developments in east asia including china korea and japan south asia including india and pakistan and southeast asia
including vietnam indonesia and thailand together the twenty three texts posit an historical and pan asian response to the
question what is asian contemporary art considering such topics as asian modernism productive mistranslation of the
european original asian cubism and the curating collecting and criticism of asian contemporary art this book promises to
be a foundational reference for many years to come



Social Theory in Contemporary Asia 2019-12-06

this innovative study of young asian migrants lives in australia sheds new light on the complex relationship between
migration and time with in depth interviews and a new conceptual framework robertson reveals how migration influences
the trajectories of migrants lives from career pathways to intimate relationships

Money and Moralities in Contemporary Asia 2011

this book is a collection of selected essays presented at the international symposium on contemporary asian modernities
transnationality interculturality and hybridity hosted by the humanities programme of hong kong baptist university in
september 2006 as modernity has been used to describe the cultural economic and socio political conditions in the western
worlds the time in which we now live and the asian countries where capitalistic transformation is extensively carried out
are already articulating their own descriptions the essays collected here discuss the notions of contemporary asia and
modernities as they relate to the global trend of adopting capitalism they probe into questions related to modernity as
well as global modernity ranging from china in particular to asia in general as reflected in the pluriversal meanings in the
title the book endeavours to make critical inquiries into the concept of modernity modernities from different perspectives

Contemporary Art in Asia 2022-07-12

this volume draws together essays by leading art experts observing the dramatic developments in asian art and exhibitions
in the last two decades the authors explore new regional and global connections and new ways of understanding
contemporary asian art in the twenty first century

Temporality in Mobile Lives 2010

the definitive volume on contemporary asian art this illustrated book is the first to survey art created in asia or by



asian artists from the 1990s onwards in four thematic chapters the full scope of asian art is covered from calligraphy
and ceramics to installation and internet art the book provides a critical overview of the work of established stars
takashi murakami and zhang huan as well as emerging talents such as indonesian cartoon artist wedhar riyadi and
pakistani graffiti artist naiza h khan with 200 colour illustrations and nearly 200 artists biographies this is an
indispensable introduction to contemporary art in asia

Contemporary Asian Modernities 2014

this book analyzes the constraints on press freedom and the ways in which independent reporting and reporters are at risk in
contemporary asia to provide a barometer of democratic development in the region based on in depth country case studies
written by academics and journalists and some who straddle both professions from across the region this book explores
the roles of mainstream and online media and how they are subject to abuse by the state and vested interests specific
country chapters provide up to date information on bangladesh kashmir malaysia myanmar nepal pakistan sri lanka taiwan
thailand and vietnam as well as on growing populist and nationalist challenges to media freedom in the philippines india
indonesia and japan the book includes a theoretical chapter pulling together trends and common constraints facing
newsrooms across asia and a regional overview on the impact of social media three chapters on china provide insights into
the country s tightening information environment under president xi jinping moreover the legal environment of the media
political and external pressures economic considerations audience support and journalists standards and ethics are
explored as an international and interdisciplinary study this book will appeal to undergraduates graduates and scholars
engaged in human rights media studies democratization authoritarianism and asian studies as well as asia specialists
journalists legal scholars historians and political scientists

Contemporary Asian Art and Exhibitions 1998

shadowlines women and borders in contemporary asia explores the often ambiguous and contradictory roles of asian
women in the postcolonial world as globalisation advances labour mobility is transforming traditional definitions of
women s work the commodification of female sexuality in both the international and the national marketplace generates



conflicting dynamics of oppression and liberation as do the wider possibilities of employment and migration more generally
the consequences can be enslaving or empowering depending on context how do the women themselves experience these
changes what are their opportunities for engagement with the wider political world which shapes these processes in this
volume a range of eminent academics address these questions by placing the testimony of individual women within the wider
discourse of postcolonialism and gender studies

The Rise of Asia 2010

once thought of in terms of geographically bounded spaces asian america has undergone profound changes as a result of
post 1965 immigration as well as the growth and reshaping of established communities this collection of original essays
demonstrates that conventional notions of community of ethnic enclaves determined by exclusion and ghettoization now
have limited use in explaining the dynamic processes of contemporary community formation writing from a variety of
perspectives these contributors expand the concept of community to include sites not necessarily bounded by space
formations around gender class sexuality and generation reveal new processes as well as the demographic diversity of
today s asian american population the case studies gathered here speak to the fluidity of these communities and to the need
for new analytic approaches to account for the similarities and differences between them taken together these essays
forcefully argue that it is time to replace the outworn concept of a monolithic asian america

Contemporary Asian Art 2020

this work offers an up to date grounded critical analysis of the complex intersections of gender sexuality and political
economy across a diverse array of asian societies based on intense ethnographic fieldwork the chapters disentangle the
ways in which gendered and sexual experiences are impinged upon by state policies economic realities cultural ideologies and
social hierarchies



Press Freedom in Contemporary Asia 2020-05-15

brings together leading and emerging scholars from asia north america and australia to develop new perspectives on the
key issues in contemporary asian cultural and media studies

Shadowlines 2002-04-10

asia the location of the world s fastest growing economies is also home to some of the fastest rates of urbanization
humanity has ever seen a process whose speed renders long term outcomes highly unpredictable this volume contrasts with
much published work on the rural urban divide which has tended to focus on single case studies it provides empirical
perspectives from four asian countries india indonesia malaysia and thailand and includes a wealth of insights that both
critique and expand popular notions of the rural urban divide the volume is relevant not just to asian contexts but to
social scientific research on population dynamics more generally rather than deploying a single study to chart national
trends three chapters on each country make possible much more complex perspectives as a result this volume does more
than extend our understanding of the interplay between cities and hinterlands within asia it enhances our notions of rural
urban cleavages connections and conflicts more generally with data and analysis ready for application to other
contexts of interest to diverse scholars across the social sciences and asian studies this work includes accounts ranging
from rural youth real estate entrepreneurs in hyderabad india to social development in aceh province in indonesia
devastated by the 2004 tsunami to the relationship between urban space and commonly held notions of the supernatural
in thailand s northern city of chiang mai

Contemporary Asian American Communities 2016

this volume brings together a range of critical studies that explore diverse ways in which processes of globalization pose
new challenges and offer new opportunities for religious groups to propagate their beliefs in contemporary asian contexts
proselytizing tests the limits of religious pluralism as it is a practice that exists on the border of tolerance and
intolerance the practice of proselytizing presupposes not only that people are freely choosing agents and that religion



itself is an issue of individual preference at the same time however it also raises fraught questions about belonging to
particular communities and heightens the moral stakes in involved in such choices in many contemporary asian societies
questions about the limits of acceptable proselytic behavior have taken on added urgency in the current era of
globalization recognizing this the studies brought together here serve to develop our understandings of current
developments as it critically explores the complex ways in which contemporary contexts of religious pluralism in asia
both enable and are threatened by projects of proselytization

Cultural Politics of Gender and Sexuality in Contemporary Asia 2016

asia the location of the world s fastest growing economies is also home to some of the fastest rates of urbanization
humanity has ever seen a process whose speed renders long term outcomes highly unpredictable this volume contrasts with
much published work on the rural urban divide which has tended to focus on single case studies it provides empirical
perspectives from four asian countries india indonesia malaysia and thailand and includes a wealth of insights that both
critique and expand popular notions of the rural urban divide the volume is relevant not just to asian contexts but to
social scientific research on population dynamics more generally rather than deploying a single study to chart national
trends three chapters on each country make possible much more complex perspectives as a result this volume does more
than extend our understanding of the interplay between cities and hinterlands within asia it enhances our notions of rural
urban cleavages connections and conflicts more generally with data and analysis ready for application to other
contexts of interest to diverse scholars across the social sciences and asian studies this work includes accounts ranging
from rural youth real estate entrepreneurs in hyderabad india to social development in aceh province in indonesia
devastated by the 2004 tsunami to the relationship between urban space and commonly held notions of the supernatural
in thailand s northern city of chiang mai

Contemporary Culture and Media in Asia 2015-01-29

in globalizing asia sexual mores and gender roles are in constant flux how have economic shifts and social changes altered
and reconfigured the cultural meanings of gender and sexuality in the region how have the changing political economy and



social milieu influenced and shaped the inner workings and micro politics of family structure gender relationships intimate
romance transactional sex and sexual behaviors this volume offers up to date grounded critical analysis of the complex
intersections of gender sexuality and political economy across a diverse array of asian societies china japan cambodia
vietnam india pakistan hong kong thailand and taiwan based on intense ethnographic fieldwork the chapters disentangle the
ways in which gendered and sexual experiences are impinged upon by state policies economic realities cultural ideologies and
social hierarchies whether highlighting intimate relationships between elite businessmen and their mistresses in china
nightclub performances by thai men in bangkok single women s views of romance motherhood and marriage in hong kong
shanghai and tokyo or male same sex relationships in pakistan each chapter centers around the stories of the gendered
subjects themselves and how they are shaped by outside forces taken together they provide a provocative entr�e into the
cultural politics of gender and sexuality in asia by foregrounding cross cultural ethnographic research this volume sheds
light on how configurations of gender and sexuality are constituted negotiated contested transformed and at times
perpetuated and reproduced in private intimate experiences it will be of particular interest to students and scholars in
anthropology sociology political science and women s and lgbtq studies

Cleavage, Connection and Conflict in Rural, Urban and Contemporary Asia
2013-10-21

asian popular culture in transition examines contemporary consumption practices in south korea china india and japan and
both updates and extends popular culture studies of the region through an interdisciplinary lens this collection of essays
explores how recent advances and shifts in information technologies and globalization have impacted cultural markets
fashion the digital generation mobile culture femininity matrimonial advertising and a film actress image and performance
drawing upon a diverse range of sources and methods including historical research content analysis anthropological
observation textual analyses and interviews asian popular culture in transition makes a significant contribution to this
growing area of research given its broad range of countries theories and approaches this book will be of great interest to
students and scholars of asian studies cultural studies media and communication studies and gender studies



Proselytizing and the Limits of Religious Pluralism in Contemporary Asia
2012-12-11

new perspectives on the past and present contributions of the 25 million strong chinese diaspora in southeast asia to the
development of contemporary society case studies feature organisational community religious and other arenas of chinese
activity and identity definition and the book analyses the interplay of local regional global and transnational networks
and identities

Cleavage, Connection and Conflict in Rural, Urban and Contemporary Asia
2016-02-29

first published in 1986 this book integrates current knowledge about the military political economic and cultural roles
of the armed forces in sixteen asian countries examining the interplay of these factors and their bearing on each society s
civil military relations the authors explore the history current status and potential future course of each country
analyzing all key asian armed forces they provide a comprehensive view of the military s domestic role a crucial factor in
assessing the foreign and defense policy options facing asia as a whole

Cultural Politics of Gender and Sexuality in Contemporary Asia 2013-02-15

this book explores the complex ways in which contemporary contexts of religious pluralism in asia both enable and are
threatened by projects of proselytization it covers a broad range of national and confessional contexts across asia

Asian Popular Culture in Transition 1977

the beijing olympics will be remembered as the largest most expensive and most widely watched event of the modern olympic



era but did china present itself as a responsible host and an emergent international power much like japan during the 1964
tokyo games and south korea during the 1988 seoul games or was beijing in 2008 more like berlin in 1936 when germany
took advantage of the global spotlight to promote its political ideology at home and abroad beyond the final score
takes an original look at the 2008 beijing games within the context of the politics of sport in asia asian athletics are
bound up with notions of national identity and nationalism refracting political intent and the processes of globalization
sporting events can generate diplomatic breakthroughs as with the results of nixon and mao s ping pong diplomacy or
breakdowns as when an athlete defects to another country for china the beijing games introduced a liberalizing ethos that
its authoritative regime could ignore only at its peril victor d cha former director of asian affairs for the white house
evaluates beijing s contention with this pressure considering the intense scrutiny china already faced on issues of
counterproliferation global warming and free trade he begins with the arguments that tie asian sport to international
affairs and follows with an explanation of athletics as they relate to identity diplomacy and transformation enhanced
by cha s remarkable facility with the history and politics of sport beyond the final score is the definitive examination of
the events both good and bad that took place during the beijing olympics

Appetite for Education in Contemporary Asia 2012-10-12

the contributors to this volume re think established insights of memory and trauma theory and enrich those studies with
diverse asian texts critically analyzing literary and cultural representations of asia and its global diasporas they
broaden the scope of memory and trauma studies by examining how the east west binary delimits horizons of trauma by
excluding asian texts are memory and trauma always reliable registers of the past that translate across cultures and
nations are supposedly pan human experiences of suffering disproportionately coloured by eurocentric structures of
region reason race or religion how are asian texts and cultural producers yet viewed through biased lenses how might
recent approaches and perspectives generated by asian literary and cultural texts hold purchase in the 21st century
critically meditating on such questions and whether existing concepts of memory and trauma accurately address the
histories present states and futures of the non occidental world this volume unites perspectives on both dominant and
marginalized sites of the broader asian continent contributors explore the complex intersections of literature history
ethics affect and social justice across east south and southeast asia and on asian diasporas in australia and the usa
they draw on yet diverge from orientalism and area studies given today s need for nuanced analytical methodologies in an



era defined by the covid 19 global pandemic this book will be of great interest to students and scholars invested in memory
and trauma studies comparative asian studies diaspora and postcolonial studies global studies and social justice around
contemporary identities and 20th and 21st century asia

Chinese Populations in Contemporary Southeast Asian Societies 2020-02-26

decentralized policymaking power in japan had developed under the reign of the liberal democratic party ldp yet in the1990s
institutional changes fundamentally altered japan s political landscape tomohito shinoda tracks these developments in
the operation of and tensions between japan s political parties and the public s behavior in elections as well as in the
government s ability to coordinate diverse policy preferences and respond to political crises the selection of junichiro
koizumi an anti mainstream politician as prime minister in 2001 initiated a power shift to the democratic party of japan dpj
and ended ldp rule shinoda details these events and prime minister koizumi s use of them to practice strong policymaking
leadership he also outlines the institutional initiatives introduced by the dpj government and their impact on policymaking
illustrating the importance of balanced centralized institutions and bureaucratic support

The Armed Forces In Contemporary Asian Societies 2013-10-31

this book offers an incisive and ambitious critique of asian diaspora culture looking specifically at literature and visual
popular culture sheng mei ma�e tm s engaging text discusses issues of self and its relationship with asian diaspora culture
in the global twenty first century using examples from asia asian america and asian diaspora from the west the book
weaves a narrative that challenges the twenty first century triumphal discourse of asia and argues that given the long
shadow cast across modern film and literature this upward mobility is inescapably escapist a flight from itself asia�e tm
s stunning self transformation is haunted by self alienation the chapters discuss a wealth of topics including asianness
orientalism and asian american identity drawing on a variety of pop culture sources from the matrix trilogy to crouching
tiger hidden dragon this book forms an analysis of the new idea of asian diaspora that cuts across area ethnicity and
nation incorporating itself into the contemporary global culture whilst retaining a distinct asian flavor covering the
mediums of literature film and visual cultures this book will be of immense interest to scholars and students of asian



studies and literature ethnic studies cultural studies and film

Proselytizing and the Limits of Religious Pluralism in Contemporary Asia
2008-12-30

since the terrorist attacks on 9 11 the political roles of religious institutions and groups have captured inernational
attention this book examines how religious institutions and organizations in various asian countries are influencing
democratic development and the shaping of government policies religious organizations and democratization covers taiwan
hong kong mainland china korea thailand the philippines malaysia indonesia and japan the chapters specifically address the
engagement of christian buddhist muslim and other religious organizations in the advancement and or hindrance of
democratization in the region the contributors consider such questions as why have some religious organizations played a
decisive role in democratic transitions while others remained politically dormant and other still acted in conservative
alliances to block democratic development why did some religious organizations that once were active and instrumental
to democratic change lose their political vitality as soon as civil liberties were successfully introduced and why did
other religious organizations irrespective of their roles in the process of democratic transition emerge as key political
forces in the civil society

Beyond the Final Score 2021

from the founding of the ming dynasty in 1368 to the start of the opium wars in 1841 china has engaged in only two large
scale conflicts with its principal neighbors korea vietnam and japan these four territorial and centralized states have
otherwise fostered peaceful and long lasting relationships with one another and as they have grown more powerful the
atmosphere around them has stabilized focusing on the role of the tribute system in maintaining stability in east asia and
fostering diplomatic and commercial exchange kang contrasts this history against the example of europe and the east
asian states skirmishes with nomadic peoples to the north and west scholars tend to view europe s experience as universal
but kang upends this tradition emphasizing east asia s formal hierarchy as an international system with its own history
and character his approach not only recasts common understandings of east asian relations but also defines a model that



applies to other hegemonies outside of the european order

Memory, Trauma, Asia 2013-09-24

from the critically acclaimed malaysian film sepet to the on going box office successes of the films created by hong kong
director wong kar wai cinematic texts from the nations of asia are increasingly capturing audiences beyond their national
boundaries tradition culture and aesthetics in contemporary asian cinema explores the rise of popular asian cinema and
provides an understanding of the aesthetic elements that mark these films as asian cinema incorporating examples of
contemporary films from china japan hong kong korea singapore malaysia and india peter c pugsley gives readers a fresh
insight into the rapidly developing discourse on popular asian media the book s chapters focus on the aesthetic features of
national cinemas and the intersections of local global encountered in the production distribution and consumption of
contemporary asian films by tracking across some of the most influential countries in asia the book is able to offer new
perspectives into the visual and aural features that create greater understanding between east and west as distribution
and technological advances make asian films more readily available an understanding of the different aesthetics at play
will enable readers of this book to recognise key cultural motifs found in cinematic texts from asia

Contemporary Japanese Politics 2011

bridging the perceived gap between southeast asia s historical and contemporary situations donald mccloud focuses on
continuities in the region s internal dynamics as well as its relationship to the greater global environment the author
challenges widely held views that diversity and fragmentation are the hallmarks of the region identifying instead the
commonalities that have bound the countries of southeast asia together through at least two millennia and have
provided the basis for a unique regional dynamic it has only been since world war ii that southeast asians long influenced
by the global environment have defined and developed their own institutions social structures and communities turning
away from inadequate and unadaptable western institutions they have begun to create structures more in tune with their
own historical experiences particularly in the political sphere many of these new structures seemed to be straightforward
military dictatorships however time has shown them to be more complex and many unique organizational practices have



developed that may presage more open political systems if not democracies by strict western definitions with the expansion
of regional cooperation through asean and strong economic growth confidence among southeast asian states has grown
as well the growing references to an asian way of life have given verbal expression to a surge in neotraditional values
and behavior that have always been part of the fabric of asian life but that in the past were frowned upon as nonwestern
this text traces the evolution of southeast asia and focuses for the first time on the neotraditional bases for
contemporary independent development of the region

Diaspora Literature and Visual Culture 2015-03-26

contemporary art in asia traditions tensions the catalogue of a traveling exhibition organized by the asia society
galleries new york city features the work of 27 artists from five countries focusing on india indonesia the philippines
south korea and thailand this book gives a transnational assessment of a broad theme in art from five countries chosen to
represent different mixes of history and postmodernity as the subtitle traditions tensions suggest the art deals with the
old and the new the supposed opposites of the traditional and the contemporary and how individual artists in asia today
accept integrate and or reject them key themes include politics religion the environment and women s issues the text
comprises seven essays with apinan poshyananda an internationally renowned expert on contemporary asian art and
curator of the exhibition providing a general overview five essays by recognized critics discuss current issues in the five
countries geeta kapur writes on india jim supangkat on indonesia marian pastor roces on the philippines jae ryung roe on
south korea and apinan poshyananda on thailand thomas mcevilley gives a view from north america biographies of the
artists chronologies of recent events in the five countries and a bibliography round out the picture making this volume a
valuable resource for collectors scholars and students of contemporary art book jacket title summary field provided by
blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

Religious Organizations and Democratization 2012

with over 180 color photographs and insightful commentary this asian design book showcases the most luxurious and
cutting edge pools and gardens of the pacific region the new asian garden is all about structure and sensuality and the



delicate balance of enhancing the architecture and design of the house that it encompasses secret nooks meandering paths
sculptures water features and carefully placed lighting all play an integral part in contemporary landscaping as do
pools contemporary asian pools and gardens includes special chapters on walkways lighting gates and roof gardens as
well as the latest in infinity lap and rooftop pools displaying some of the most sought after designs in the region it offers
a comprehensive and captivating look at some of the most beautiful and ground breaking garden and pool designs in asia

East Asia Before the West 2016-02-24

a timely and groundbreaking work here is a comprehensive analysis of the interactions between religion and technology in
asia today how does the use of technology affect people s experience of spirituality and the formation of religious
identity and community how do developments in the latest technological breakthroughs such as the internet influence the
ways people constitute themselves as social beings and how does it shape their experience of the sacred and the divine
conversely to what extent and in what ways do religious beliefs and practices shape people s attitude towards new
technology and its deployment combining wide ranging empirical investigations and sophisticated theoretical reflections
this book demonstrates how the technological and the religious often intersect with the political thereby elucidating the
complex relationships between spirituality social and identity formation sovereignty and power

Tradition, Culture and Aesthetics in Contemporary Asian Cinema 2018-02-07

Southeast Asia 1996

Contemporary Art in Asia 1992



An Introduction to Contemporary Asian Societies 2012-06-05

Contemporary Asian Pools and Gardens 2009

Mediating Piety
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